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The paper gives a complete classification of all separable C*-algebras with coun- 
table spectrum, for which each point in the spectrum has a finite neighbourhood. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we only consider separable C*-algebras A. Such an algebras 
is scattered iff the spectrum (or dual) 1 is countble ([6]). The term almost 
finite spectrum means, that each point in the spectrum has a finite 
neighbourhood. In this paper we give a complete classification of all such 
algebras. 
Since the case in which a is finite has been studied in [2], we are mainly 
concerned with C*-algebras with countable, infinite spectrum. The principal 
tools for us are the results on dimension range in [3,4] and the lifting 
method developed in [ 11. 
1. THE INVARIANTS 
Let us consider a separable, scattered C*-algebra A satisfying the 
following condition: 
Each point in A has a finite neighbourhood. U-1) 
The points in a are denoted by a,, Q~,..., and since A is postliminary ([5]) 
we shall think of these points as the prime ideals of A. By n,, i E N, we 
denote an irreducible representation with kernel a,. We now define a map d: 
a + N,, U {co } as follows: Here cl X means the topological closure of the set 
X, and n E N. 
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I ’ cl{a, } consists of infinitely many points, then d(a,) = 0. (1.2) 
If cl{a,} i; finite, say cl{a,} = {a,, a,,,.., u,J, then of course A,(A) has finite 
spectrum, and using [2] this algebra is uniquely characterized by the 
spectrum n,(a) and a map d’: {a,, a,,,..., u,J -+N, U (co} defined on this 
spectrum. We put d(u,) = &(a,). We point out, that in the case that A^ is 
finite, we know from [2], that d(u) for any a E 2 can be computed by 
looking 0111~ at A/u. Hence d is always well defined. Using the properties of 
d’ from [:!I we have 
If cl(u,) = {a,}, then d(u,) = dim 71,. (1.3) 
If tlere is a point u,E cl(u,}\{u,} with d&J= co, then 
d(u, ) = 0. (1.4) 
If c {a,} = {Q,, a,,,..., u,J and d(u,,) < co for i = l,..., p, then 
d(a,) E { 00, 0, L..., g - 1 }, where g is the greatest common 
divir or of d(u,,) ,..., d(unP). (1.5) 
The map d is called the defector of A, and instead of A we still also, for 
simplicity of notation, write A(d), although this last notation, strictly 
speaking first, will be justified later. 
The main result in the paper is now the following: 
THEORLM. Two scattered C*-algebras A,(d,) and A2(d2) satisfying 
condition (1.1) are isomorphic lfl there existsa homeomorphism ty: A, + a, 
such that d,(u,) = d,(y(u,))for all a, Ea. 
We not : that if there exists an isomorphism @ of A,(d,) onto A,(d,), then 
@ define: anisomorphism p of a, onto a, for which corresponding 
irreducibh images are isomorphic, and therefore using [2] we have d,(u,) = 
d,(q(u,)) ‘or all u, E a,. The other part of the theorem will be proved in the 
next sectica. 
2. DIMENSION RANGE AND BASIS 
Suppos: that A satisfies condition (1.1). Then for each point a E a there is 
a smallest open set, say {a , ,..., aP, a}, containing a. Since A is scattered ([6]) 
it follows that we can change the enumeration in such a way that {a,,..., a,) 
is open for I<q<p. 
LEMMA 2.1. The points in a can be arranged in a sequence a,, a, ,..., 
such that each set (a, ,..., u, } is open, n E N. 
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Proof: Let b,, b,,... be any arrangement of the points in a. If 
Ia i ,..., ap, b, } is the smallest open set containing 6, , enumerated as above, 
we put a,=a ,,..., ap=a,, ap+l = b,, and then play the same game with 
b,, b,,.... 
From now on we shall think of the points in a as arranges in a fixed 
sequence as in Lemma 2.1. This corresponds to a decomposition series (0) = 
z,c_z, G *.- G, in A, with A = cl{ U Z,} and with each Z,,/Z,-, elementary. 
Since each I, has finite spectrum we conclude from the structure result in [2] 
that A is an AF-algebra. T determine isomorphisms between two such 
algebras we can therefore use the method developed in [3]. Hence we will 
determine the dimension range D(A) of A, which consists of the equivalence 
classes of projections in A organized as a commutative, local semigroup by 
the partially defined addition in D(A), which is induced by the operation of 
adding two orthogonal projections in A. 
With the previous notation we shall think of A as (0, w,(x) ] x E A}. A 
point a,, is called unital, if q(A) has a unit. If A = A(d) it follows, using [2], 
that a,, is unital iff cl(a,} is finite and d(a,) < +a~ for any a,, E cl{a,). For 
any projection e E A, e’ denotes the corresponding equivalence class, and for 
a E N,, we use ae’ to denote the equivalence class of a sum of a orthogonal 
projections all equivalent to e. For simplicity we put ak = d(a,), k E N, and 
for representation rc of A we denote by rr(t?,J the equivalence class of 
projections in x(A) equivalent in this algebra with n(e,), e, E c?,,. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A basis for A is a sequence C,, of equivalence classes 
for which the following two conditions hold: 
For e E g,, the projection rr,Je) is one-dimensional, and rrs(e) = 0 
if a, GZ cl(a,) (2-l) 
If a, is unital with ${a,} = {a,,,._, a,,}, n, = n, andTk = rr,(E,,,), 
k = l,..., p, then a,,, f,,, + . . + + a,,f,,p = 1. (2.2) 
LEMMA 2.3. Any C*-algebra A of the class considered has a basis. 
Proof. We say that a point a, is unital of order k, if a, is unital and 
cl(a,} consists of k points. Let Nk denote the indices s E N for which a, is 
unital of order k, and let Ni = N, U -De U Nk. Further we put Mk = n a, 
(resp. pk = @ II,), where the intersection (resp. the sum) is over all s E NJ, 
and we put B, = A/M,. 
First we choose, using the finite-dual result in [2], classes d,, t?*,..., such 
that (2.1) holds. If N, is empty, the proof is over. Suppose this is not the 
case, and consider the following condition: 
(*) If B, there is a system {g:,}, i E N;, s1 = l,..., ai (if ai = 0, there 
are no elements corresponding to the index i) of orthogonal projections, such 
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that for es ch i E Ni we have gf, E pk(cJ for all s, = l,.., a,, and such that for 
all s E Ni we have 2 x~( gf,) = 1, where the summation is over i E NL, si = 
1 ,--*, ai- 
0bviou:Jy (*) holds for k = 1. Suppose it is satisfied for k = I - 1, and let 
(hi,} be a system of projection in B,- i with the stated properties. If T/ = 
M,-,/M, lve have BJT, = B,-, and using condition (1.1) it follows that T, is 
dual. Argo ling as in [ 11, we can therefore lift the system {hf,} to a system of 
orthogona projections {g:,} in B,, such that for each i E N;-, the 
projection;; gj,, s, = l,..., a,, are pairwise equivalent in B,. Recalling [2, 
Theorem] and the method of adding and subtracting one-dimensional units 
in [ 11, wt. can further choose these liftings in such a way that there are 
orthogona projections in T,-each orthogonal to the gi,, i E Nj- ,-which 
we denote gf,, i E N,, si = l,..., a,, such that gi, E p&), and such that for 
s E N; we have C n,(gi,) = 1, where the summation is over N;, s, = l,..., ai. 
Consider for i E N;-, a projection gf, = fi and let e, E c,. By assumption, 
the projections p,- ,W;) = hf, and p,- ,(e,) are equivlent in B,- , . Hence, 
arguing a!, in [ 11, there are equivalent projections pi, q1 E B,, such that 
f, - pi aml p!(e,) - q, are projections in T,. Therefore we can first change 
p,(ei) by an element of T,, and then by lifting change e,, so that g:, E p,(EJ. 
Redefining t?[ in this way for iNi_,, we obtain that (*) holds for k = 1. 
We remark that in the above change of z,, the class jr- ,(e;) is unchanged, 
and since n this procedure each zi can therefore at most be changes a finite 
number o’ times, and since (*) obviously implies (2.2), Lemma 2.3 is 
proved. 
The reason for introducing the concept of a basis will be clear in the 
following. For any projection p E A we write 
where /I,,.,.,/?, belong to Z, if the following holds: Let -a, ,,..., -anI denote 
the negati1.e numbers among /Ii ,..., p, and let 8, ,,..., /I,,,, denote the others. 
Then (2.3) means that 
(which of course includes, that both sums are defined). In Lemma 2.4 we 
suppose that A has n-point spectrum, n E N and that P,,..., En is a basis for 
A. With A?n we denote the set of points @,,...,/?,J E Z” satisfying the 
following 1 hree conditions: 
(i) If cl{a,} = (a,}, then 0 </I, Q a,. 
(ii) If p, < 0, then there is a point a, E cl{a,} with /I, > 0. 
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(iii) If up is unital and Bk = CQ. for all uk E cl{a,}\{a,}, then Z?, Q up 
(recall, that aP = d(a,)). 
We make E, to a local semigroup be defining the sum of two elements in E, 
as the usual sum if this is again in E,. 
LEMMA 2.4. For any projection p E A there is a unique point (/.?, ,..., p,), 
such that (2.3) holds; hence if ~0: D(A) + E, is defined by p(p3 = @,,...,/I,,) 
for p’E D(A), then v, is an isomorphism of D(A) onto E,. 
Proof: We shall use the results in [4, Sects. 5.1 and 5.21 to which we 
refer. The dimension group G(A) of A is isomorphic, say by an isomorphism 
v/, to the lexicographical direct sum L(A) = @ted A, where A^ is ordered by 
inclusion. There is bijective correspondence between closed, two-sided ideals 
in A and the ideals in G(A) generated by their images, and the ieal structure 
of G(A) is the same as that of A. If we use the enumeration of the points in A 
as above, it follows from this, by (2.1), that I&) = (b,, ,..., bkk-,, 1,O ,..., 0), 
where b, = 0 if uk 65 cl{u,}, k = l,..., n, j = l,..., k - 1. Hence for any 
g E G(A) there is a unique point (ZI, ,...,/I,) E L(A) such that v(g) = 
#i/I, I&?,) + ... +P,I&), and the map k sending w(g) into v,,..., p,) is by 
[4] an order automorphism of L(A) preserving ideals. We shall determine the 
image of D(A) by the isomorphism o, = k o w. 
Let N be the smallest ideal in A for which A/N has a unit. Using (1.1) it 
follows that for any j E D(A) for which the image of p in A/N is the unit, we 
have (P,(z-? = dB, ,..., p,), where /Ii = ai = d(u,) for each unital point a,. Using 
the characterization in [4] of (p,(D(A)) in then follows that p,(D(A)) = E, 
and that the restriction of o, to D(A) equals o. This proves Lemma 2.4. 
Let us now return to the general situation, where A has infinite spectrum, 
and let, with the previous notation, d, be the defector of the ideal I,,. Let EL 
denote the set of points (Z?,) E ZN for which pi = 0 for i > n, and for which 
(/I, ,..., /I,) satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) in the definition of E,. Let Ei denote 
the set of points (/Z,) E ZN for which pi = 0 for i > n, and for which the 
following three conditions hold: 
(i’) If cl(a,} n {(I,,..., a,} = {a,}, then 0 <P, < d&J. - 
(ii’) If /3, < 0, then there is a point u, E cl{u,} with /I, > 0. 
(iii’) If n,(Z,) has a unit and Pk = d,(a,) for all ak E cl{a,}\{u,}, then 
P, G 4t(%J. 
Finally, put E = (J, E;, and let E:, E; and E be organized as local 
semigroups in the same way as E, is organized as a local semigroup. We 
then have 
LEMMA 2.5. The local semigroups D(A) and E are isomorphic. 
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Proof: Let us first note the following three facts: If or, has a unit, then 
the point up is unital and d&z,) = d(a,) for all ak E cl&,}. And if &(a,) is 
finite (p < n) and the assumption in (i’) holds, then {a,) is closed and 
d(u,) = d,.(u,). And finally, if vi) E Ei and the point up is unital and 
Pk = d(u,: for all uk E cl{u,}\{u,}, then for each sch point up we must have 
p < n, sin:e Pk = 0 for k > n. Hence xJZ,) has a unit. From these three facts 
it follows. that the sets EA and E[ are equal. 
Now, 11% e’, , e; ,..., be a basis for A. Using the first of the above three facts 
it follows that e’ , ,..., t?” is a basis for I,, for n E N. Any projection p E A 
belongs to some I,,, hence by Lemma 2.4, Eq. (2.3) holds for such an n. If 
rp,(p’) = (I$) E E; for p’ E D(Z,), then by Lemma 2.4 IJ?,, is an isomorphism of 
D(Z,) onts Ei = E;. Therefore if we define rp on D(A) by (p(p> = (p,,(j), if 
FE D(Z,) then q is an isomorphism of D(A) onto E, which proves 
Lemma 2 5. 
Let us now return to the theorem from Section 1, and suppose there is a ^ 1 
homeomorphism w: A, + A,, such that d,(u,) = d,(@,))for all a, E a,. 
After ider.tifying A, with A, and d, with d,, the sets E(A,) and E(A,) from 
Lemma 2 5 are identical. Hence by this lemma, D(A,) and D(A,) are 
isomorphic and therefore by [3] A, and A, are isomorphic. This proves the 
theorem. 
Hereafter it is natural to ask the converse quetion, namely, suppose that T 
is a counlable, scattered topological space, for which each point has a finite 
neighbourhood, and suppose further that d: T + N, U ( 03 } is a map 
satisfying conditions (1.2), (1.4), (1.5), and the condition &I,,) > 0 if 
cl{u, ) = (a,). Is there then a C*-algebra A of the class considered, for which 
a = T an’i for which d is the defector of A? The answer is yes, which for 
example c:an be shown using the result from [3] that models with a given 
dimensior range always exists. We shall not go further into this. 
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